
Three Step Plan to organizing a free Church

His Holy Church offers its services in the establishment of  a Church or Church auxiliary, an interchurch and the  
Charitable  Altar of  the  Church, which are all a part  of  “His Church”.  These  3 steps and outline will  require  
understanding, sacrifice, forgiveness and fruit to lead us to the way of  true Church established under the authority of  the  
kingdom of  God by Jesus the Messiah. We offer this book and our service in assisting all sincere souls in their search for  
the kingdom and His righteousness. God and law is right reason and many of  the reasons for these forms are explained  
in this book and other publications of  the Church. No part of  this process should be altered without understanding.

First Step:
The Church Election, Acceptance, Recognition and Assignment form [See Appendix 3]

The most important but relatively simple instrument used to record the establishment of  the 
Church  is  a  Declaration  of  Sacred  Purpose: The  Church  Election,  Acceptance,  Recognition  and  
Assignment, form A6:3-8-L5:4,  which is a three part form:

Election and Conveyance [A6:3-8-L5:4]

Filled out by  the  Electorate  of  the  congregation,  two or more,  expressing  their  trust  in a 
chosen minister for their congregation and the granting of  some gift of  substance into the hands 
of  the Minister for the purpose of  the Church. 

Acceptance of  Sacred Purpose Trust and Ministry [A6:3-8-L5:4]

The minister must accept this granted Sacred Purpose trust and the office of  minister.
Notification of  Ministry and Elector/Grantor Information and Annual Report  [Forms J10:37 and Form Ex 30:16, 2Cor6:8]

Submission of  information for the proper administration of  the Church.

Second  Step:
Recognition of  Ordained Ministers of  the Church [A6:3-8-L5:4]

The delivery of  signed forms is recognition of  the Creed, Polity and Mission statement of  His Holy Church. 
The Acceptance and Assignment [A6:3-8-L5:4]

The  Church  Election,  Acceptance,  Recognition  and  Assignment  form  will  be  Sealed  and 
recorded by His Holy Church, along with additional forms.  Sealed copies will be available.

The first  two steps are accomplished with a  one sheet  form  [A6:3-8-L5:4] included with all  our free 
Church  reports.  The  inclusion  of  additional  forms  and  instructions  are  for  the  convenience  of  the 
congregations and ministers so that the daily ministration will not be neglected.  [Forms Ministry  Information 
J10:37/Ex30:16 and Annual Report 2Cor6:8]

Third Step:
On going participation and brotherhood in congregation with the whole Church.
Change of  Electorate Information and an Annual Report

An Annual Report [2Cor6:8] may be filed by all trust elected ministers with the chosen Overseer from 
His Holy Church or his respective Order. On going contact and exchange of  information should 
be maintained between all Ministers, congregation of  ministers and  Overseers on a regular basis. A 
viable networking body of  believers and a physical presence of  an ongoing sacred trust is essential 
to maintain practicable protection of  the congregation and their freely offered corpus.
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